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Background

•
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Background,
– Planning day ÅA/TY career services twice a year
– POLKU project/city of Turku cooperation
– Need to offer similar services (as in Fin and Swe) concerning group coaching for
international students.
– Also need to offer more career services digitally to accommodate the habits of
newer generations
– Growing amount of international students to Turku, Finland
– More international students who want to stay in Finland, more than half of those
arriving

Goals & cooperation
•

•
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Goals
– Equal services (in different languages) concerning career services
– Give equal opportunities to place themselves on the Finnish (and
Nordic) labour market
– Internally – to strengthen the possibilities to give digital services,
eCoaching
Cooperation
– No need to do double the amount of work, same content regardless that
there are two different universities involved
– Offers new contacts for the students from the other university, more
possibilities for peer support

Thematics of the coaching
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•

7-week coaching

•

Themes:
– Know Yourself
– Dream job
– Where are the jobs?
– What do employers want?
– CVs, applications and interviews
– Labor market rules
– Feedback week

Coaching methods

•
•

•
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Online coaching, face-to-face kick-off event at the beginning
Individual and group tasks (groups divided at the kick-off)
– Individual tasks e.g. action plan for job seeking, mind map of networks,
writing a CV, elevator speech video
– Group tasks e.g. making a guide for job interviews, forum discussions
on job seeking and other themes
Types of coach feedback: individual, to the group, general
– E.g. Forum discussion in small groups: Where are the jobs? à general
feedback
– Also peer feedback from student to student

Digital and interactive elements
• Student ↔ coach
- Webinars: discussing the tasks, giving feedback, answering the
students’ question regarding the topic
- Weekly chat hours with coaches
- Feedback for the tasks
• Student ↔ student
- Group tasks and forum discussions
- Chat during the webinars
• All materials and tasks online
• Most materials as video presentations
• Filmed elevator speech as one task
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Workload
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•

4 coaches actively involved

•

Weekly workload altogether 40 hours

•

Before the coaching: preparing the materials, building the platform, student
enrollment, organizing the kick-off event

•

During the coaching: management of the coaching platform, answering
questions, going through the tasks and giving feedback

•

After the coaching: going through the student feedback, self-evaluation of
the coaches and the coaching

Benefits of the Find Your Career coaching
•

•

•
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For the students:
– The counselling covers a broad spectrum of career issues
– Possibility to discuss with both fellow students and more than one career
counsellor
– Knowledge about the Finnish (and Nordic) labor market
For the providers:
– Possibility to provide good services for international students (in English)
– Synergies (time and other resources), no need to hold the same coaching for
many (rather small) groups
– Easier to make relevant content when you share the responsibility of the course
with fellow counsellors, better back-up capabilities
– Online coaching makes time-management easier
For the society:
– International students better prepared for the Finnish (Nordic) labor market
– Possibility to get highly motivated and competent employees

